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Figure 1.. Transect Orientation at the White Point Shore Station

Project ADP78 was run with divers in the
Los Angeles County Advanced Diver Program
(ADP). The ADP candidates took part in the
project on a voluntary basis. These voluntary
divers received training from members of the
Ocean Projects staff and then were organized into
work teams to collect data along the five tran-
sects shown in Figure 1. These data comprised
depth measurements relative to mean low low
water (MLLW)and quadrat counts of sea urchins
and abalone. The data were processed to produce
the data results shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

The three main purposes of Project ADP78
are listed as follows:
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1) To test method repeatability, by compar-
ing the results of Project ADP78 with the
results of a similar project run in 1975,
called Pilot Project ADP75.

2) To test improvements in diver training,
oceanwork organization, and data pro-
cessing that have evolved through the
experience that was gained since the
1975 project was rlJn.

3) To interest the 1978 ADP candidates in
future work as part of the Coastal Moni-
toring Program.



The depth contour (Figure 2) from ADP78
was compared with the previous ADP75 contour,
shown in Figure 4. This comparison was made
to verify locational and measurement repeata-
bility. The two contours compared favorably and
although refinements need to be made, the
method can be considered valid for overall sur-
vey work. The sea urchin data result from ADP75
is shown in Figure 5. Comparison of the 1975
and 1978 urchin distributions indicate an in-
crease in the urchins' territorial dominance.
However this increase is not as great as was ex-
pected for the three-year interval.

The training for ADP78 covered the follow-
ing topics:

1) Triangulation mapping with sighting com-
pass, protractor, and ruler; to define cove
dimensions and locate data points within
the cove.

2) Profile graphing of transect data by aver-
~ aging samplesand plotting the averages

relative to a specific reference, such as
mean low low water or a selected zero
depth point.

3) Oceanwork procedures and safety.

The topics were covered so that the student
completed the necessary project oceanwork in
the process of learning. This method reduced
the total training and ocean work time in 1975
by two thirds without sacrificing either training
quality or oceanwork results.

Within the ADP curricula, those given
awards for outstanding survey work in 1978 had
participated in Project ADP78. Also, in 1975, the
outstanding cove survey awards were given to
individualswho took part in Project ADP75.

The ADP is run as a joint effort of the De-
partment of Parks and Recreation for the County
of Los Angeles and the Los Angeles County
Underwater Instructors Association. The follow-
ing personnel participated in Project ADP78:

Ocean Projects Personnel

In-Charge:
Paul T. Meister

Data Coordinator:

Staff:
Yolanda Carmona
MarilynChapman
Robert Chapman

AssistingStaff:
Robert Caballero
Paul R. Crouch
Gloria Lindstrom

Tom Serizawa

Ella Jean Morgan

Jim Lindstrom
MichaelUmeda

Ronnie Newmann
Hari Rhodes
Peter Swan

J.Aguirre
J.Bambridge
J.Birney
D. Diehl
A. Diner
A. Evans
R. Fabris
C. Fay
D. Gaines

ADP Candidates

J. Gillespie
P.Gordon
T. Gordon

M. Haworth

J. Herndon
L.Holtman

J. Hogg
J. Kubena
J. Libeau

S. Markonich

S. Marz
A. Nagu
B.Orris

W.Rowan
C. Schneider

T. Seeds
S. Stephenson

W.Stine
H. Van Campen
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Figure 2. Mean Depth Contours Relative to MeanLow-Low Water at the White Point Shore Station, ADP78
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Figure 3. Sea Urchin and Abalone Distribution at the White Point Shore Station, ADP78
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Figure 4. Mean Depth Contours Relative to Mean Low-Low Water at the Write Point Shore Station ADP75

Figure 5. Sea Urchin Distribution at the White Point Shore Station, ADP75 21
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ABALONEPROJECTRESULTS
by T. Serizawa, J. Lindstrom, D. Gaines, B.Orris, H. Fletcher

Specific studies and observations of abalone
in the eastern cove at White Point were made as a
result of the followingfour subprojects:

. Locational Distribution of Abalone
Population.

. Size Distribution of Abalone
Population.

. Abalone Placement Monitoring.

. Abalone Placement Followup
Inventory.

. Abalone TaggingStudy.

LOCATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONOF
ABALONEPOPULATION

This subprojectwasrun by diversin the Los
Angeles County Advanced Diver Program as part
of Project ADP78. The locational distribution of
abalone is shown in Figure 3 (refer to Project
ADP78 article). Abalone in the cove inhabit
areas populated by sea urchins and the two can be
considered as competitors for food and space.
Although the sea urchins are plentiful with den-
sities as high as 100 per square meter in some
areas, the cove sustains a substantial abalone popu-
lation. The abalone, mostly blacks, tend to live
in groups. These group densities are as high as
20 per square meter at specific locations.

SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF
ABALONE POPULATION

This subprojectwasrun under the direction
of Tom Serizawa by the following divers: Jay
Kubena and Hans Van Campen. The divers used
a 1/2-meter by 1/2-meter by 1/2-meter quadrat to
sample the abalone population along the X =60
meters transect (refer to Locational Orientation
article, Figure2), from the point (-20, 60) to the
point (30,60). The abalone in the quadrat were
tallied by size, as follows: under 1 inch, 1 to
under 2 inches, 2 to under 3 inches, 3 to under
4 inches, 4 to under 5 inches, 5 inches or greater.
A total of 44 quadrat samplesweretallied. The
size distribution result is summarized in Figure 1.

Although the sample size is too small to
serve as a basis for judgement, the result implies
that the abalone population in the cove is decreas-
ing. This implication bears further study and
poses questions regarding the reproduction and
survivalof abalone in the area.
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ABALONEPLACEMENTMONITORING

An illegaltake of approximately 600 abalone
(confiscatedby Fishand Game)werereturnedto
the ocean at the point (0, 40); see Figure 2 in
Locational Orientation article. This location was
monitored every day for a week, until the abalone
appeared to be settled and the affect on the
area had stabilized. The primary abalone pred-
ators were whelk, starfish, and urchins. About
100 abalone died in the first week after placement.
This figure was arrived at by collecting the empty
abalone shells from the area. A count of live
abalone was impossible because the abalone fled
from the area and sought out appropriate nooks
and crannies to survive. It was also impossible to
differentiate between the number of abalone that
died because of predation and the number that
died as a result of injuries sustained when they
were illegally taken. The following account,
written by Jim Lindstrom, provides details of the
abalone placement and subsequent monitoring.

On June 11, 1978, Warden Robert Prosser
of California Fish and Game Department arrived
at White Point. He had a burlap sack containing
approximatly 600 black abalone, Ha/iotis cracher-
odii, of 1 inch to 4 inchesin size,all of whichhad
been taken from within the area of the abalone
closure (Palos Verde Point to Dana Point). War-
den Prosser asked if the Ocean Projects Coastal
Monitoring dive team would like to participate
in the re-planting of the confiscated illegal aba-
lone. A plan was drawn up as to where and how
to re-plant this large number of abs. A barren
rocky area of approximately 9 square meters at
X = 40, Y = 0 in the eastern cove of White Point
Shore Station was chosen for the plantation site.

The abs were placed by hand in and on the
rocky surfaces which would insure their greatest
survivability. Some of the large abs were placed
inside the trail marker block at 40, O. An esti-
mated 2% - 5% of the abs appeared mortally
injured or already dead at the time of the plant-
ing. The injuries were probably sustained from the
tools or the methods used to remove the abs
from the rocks, or during transportaton to White
Point. The abs were originally taken from the
intertidal zone but were being placed on the ocean
floor at approximately 20 feet of depth where
further observation and study could be made
more easily. The plantation began at 10 AM and
was complete by 11:30 AM. In order to expedite
the planting of the abs which had been out of the



NUMBEROF SAMPLES:44

AREAPERSAMPLE:0.25 SO METER

TOTAL NUMBEROF ABALONE: 37

DENSI1Y:

37
44 x 0.25 = 3 PERSO METER
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Figure 1. Distribution of Abalone Sizes

water ~for.an undetermined length of time, no
tagging or 'measurements of the abs were made.

The following observation dives were made
to determine what impact this large number of
abs would have on the area, also to study how long
it would take for stability to be reached in the
Plantation Zone (P. Zone).

June 11 (same day as plantation), 2-3 PM
The area prior to plantation appeared

devoid of sea life with the exception of a few
Purple Urchin. The P zone now, 3 hours after
placing the abs, has attracted some starfish and
Kellets WhelkSnails.

June 12, 6:30-8:00 PM
The P. zone is now abundant with newani-

mals, predominately Purple Urchin, Kellets Whelk
Snail, Common Star, and Red Urchin. The follow-
ing specific observations are made within 5 meters
of the center of the P. zone, the marker block at
40, O. The activity appears to be one of preda-
tion and feeding.

o Six Whelks, two Purple Urchin, one Red
Urchin eat one 1% inch ab

o One 3 inch ab moved about on the
spined of a 5 inch Red Urchin (Figure 2)

o One Common Star, two Whelk eat a 1%
inch ab

o One 4!12inch Whelk eats a 4 inch ab

o One 2 inch Purple Urchin eats a 4 inch ab

o Eight Whelk, one Bat Star, four Purple
Urchin, one Red Urchin eat a 4 inch ab

o One live ab lays on its back and holds a
4 inch Whelkon its foot (Figure 2)

June 13, 6:30- 8:00 PM
Nineteen clean ab shells are collected as

an index of survivability and taken from within
5 meters of the center of the P. zone. The shells
are all less than 2 inches. Of 36 starfish lifted off
the rocks, 30 are eating abalone for dinner. There
are 8 to 10% inch abs still remaining in the marker
block. The dive team put some Cystoseira osmun-
daceae into the center of the block as fodder for
the abs. Another sighting is made of a live ab
laying in an open area with a WhelkSnail held in
its foot. A long observation of this activity is
made. The ab appears to be using its mouth in
a feeding manner. The ab then rotates the Whelk
Snail around in its foot, at times turning the closed
operculum inward toward its' own foot. Some
stability is becoming apparent in the P. zone with
fewer new animals coming into the area.

June 14, 6:30-8:00 PM
Nine ab shells are collected from within the

P. zone today. Some predation is still present,
however, the question occurs that what we see as
a predatorial activity might be an action of scav-
enging. Many of the abs seen on previous days
which have not moved about are lifted off the
rocks and examined and found to be injured
which leads to their dying and eventual avail-
ability as food. The water temperature at the
ocean floor in the P. zone today has dropped to
approximately 52° which is 8-10 degrees lower
than previous days.

June 18, 10-11 AM

Today the water temperature of the entire
cove is as cold as the ocean floor at the P. zone
was on the 14th. Some previously observed
injured abs are gone with empty shells found
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close by which resemble those seen earlier. Thir-
teen empty shells are collected today. No star-
fish are found to be feeding on abalone and no
Whelk Snails are feeding on or near any abs.
However, many of both animals are still in the
P. zone. No urchin or whelk are found in the
marker block as have been seen on all previous
dives.

June 22, 6:30 - 8:00 PM
No scavenger or predatorial activity is

visible today. Approximately 5-7 new ab shells
are sighted but not collected.

CONCLUSION

Whelk Snails with their greater mobility ar-
rive at the area first and become dominant in
their feeding activity, especially upon the larger
abalone. Starfish feed on the smaller abs which
may have fallen from their grip on the rocks.

The original estimate of 2% - 5% mortally
injured abs seems to be too low. A higher more
accurate estimate would be 10 - 15%.Stability
appears to be attained in the P. zone within the 11
days following the re-plantation project.

~ The following divers contributed to the
successof the project (alphabetically listed):

0' "BobHartman
o Vern Kramer

o Jim and Gloria Lindstrom
o Paul Meister
o Hari Rhodes
o Tom Rue

Ocean Projects Section wishes to make
special mention of Warden Prosser for his con-
scientiousness and reverence for marine life and
for allowing us the opportunity to re-plant the
contraband.

ABALONE PLACEMENT
FOLLOWUP INVENTORY

On August 26th (over two months after
the abalone placement), Dave Gaines and Bill

Orris made an inventory of the following marine-
life, at the placement location: red urchins,
purple urchins, whelk, bat starfish, common
starfish, and abalone. The divers used a 1/2-meter
by 1/2-meter quadrat to systematically count the
animals within a 1-1/2 meter path from the point
(0,40) to the point (0,30); see Figure 2 of the
Locational Orientation article. The results of this
inventory are tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Followup Inventory

The low number of abalone in the area
should not be attributed to mortality since the
abalone did not stay in the placement area.

ABALONE TAGGING STUDY

This subproject was initiated on December
27th by Homer Fletcher with the assistance of
divers Paul Meister and Hari Rhodes. Three aba-
lone were tagged by looping plastic wire-wrap
material through the outermost shell perfor-
ation. The three abalone were monitored on
December 28th. Their tags were in place and the
abalone did not appear to be experiencing any
problems as a result of the tags. Three more aba-
lone were tagged on December 29th. On Decem-
ber 30th, all six abalone appeared to be doing
well. At present, only the tagging method and
feasibility are being investigated. The tagged
abalone reside in the vicinity of (1O,20); see
figure 2 in the Locational Orientation article.
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Figure 2. Behavior Noted During Abalone Placement Monitoring

Total Density Per
Animal Number Square.Meter

Purple Urchins 261 17

Red Urchins 134 9

Whelk 19 1

Bat Starfish 11 1

Common Seastar 2

Abalone 4
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photo by j. Lindstrom

Photomicrographof bacteria Leucthrix sp., taken from samplesat
one of the hydrothermal vents at the White Point Shore Station and
currently under study. An article is to appear in the 1980 Project
Year Book on this study.



COVENANT

. :

Let us not chop down the tree to

acquire the apples.

Or allow a butterfly's birth to

turn our eye from the beauty
of the cacoon.

Let us value all of Creation not

for the purpose that we might
useit.

But rather let us value Creation

simply becauseit exists.
For we are caretakersof this

planet, with the power to destroy

or protect.

We are not spoiled children given

toys to break.
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